
To start the week, wheat opened the overnight session mixed with Mpls steady while the winter 

wheat exchanges were higher. By 2 AM all of the wheat exchanges were pushing higher with 

most of the support being tied to technical buying and fund short covering. All three wheat 

exchanges put in daily reversals as well as weekly reversals last week, which has all three 

exchanges testing the 50% retracement level (from recent high to low levels). Light support 

continues to come from the lack of confidence in the Black Sea Grain initiative being renewed. 

Russia continues to make it clear that they do not want the agreement extended and has stopped 

registering vessels, which is turn ends the project. Support in KC is coming from harvest acreage 

concerns. In 104 years, the average abandonment in KS has been 11.6%. This year the 

expectations are 25%, just slightly below the highest ever reported, 25.4% in 1996. Light support 

for Mpls came from the 1 to 5 day forecast that is calling for above too much above normal 

precip, which if realized could keep producers out of the field for the next week to 10 days. 

On Tuesday wheat opened the overnight session mixed with only KC higher but by the end of 

the night session Mpls was posting gains as well. Early support in KC came from expectations 

that Friday’s report will show a much larger than expected decline in harvested acreage due to 

abandonment. Mpls were supported by a lower-than-expected planted acreage estimate. Chicago 

was the sell side of spread trading today. Stats Canada’s stocks estimate was friendly wheat as 

inventory was much lower than expected. All wheat stocks were at 13.26 MMT vs expectations 

of 14.0 MMT and vs 11.22 MMT last year. Durum stocks were estimated at 11.46 MMT vs 

expectations of 12.0 MMT and vs 9.2 MMT last year. The higher close in KC and Mpls was 

friendly as they were able to hold gains in the face of heavy losses in Chicago. 

In Wednesday’s session wheat opened the overnight session steady to lower and then proceeded 

to extend session losses throughout the night. Early selling was tied to the lack of demand and 

forecasts calling for rain for the Southern Plains. Selling was also tied to reports that the UN has 

resumed inspecting vessels at the Black Sea. But once the day session started, wheat trimmed 

session losses and turned to trade mixed throughout most of the day session. KC was supported 

by expectations that Friday’s report will show a larger abandonment and lower production than 

expected. Spring wheat was supported by slow planting progress and the likelihood that planting 

activity will not resume until next week due to rain delays. 

On Thursday wheat opened the session lower and extended session losses into the day session 

and then just stalled as traders wait for the next big news to give the market direction. The next 

big thing will likely be Friday’s USDA Crop Production estimate. Light selling pressure was due 

to this morning’s disappointing old crop export sales estimate, but that was somewhat 

overshadowed by a strong new crop export sales estimate of over 333 TMT. Year to date new 

crop sales is at 60 MB vs 89 MB last year at this time. The potential surprise for wheat in 

Friday’s report could come in the harvested or abandonment acreage. Reports out of OK and KS 

has abandonment at record high levels, and that should be reflected in USDA’s harvested 

acreage estimated and winter wheat production number. 

Early estimates for Friday have all wheat production at 1.789 BB vs 1.65 BB last year. Winter 

wheat production is estimated at 1.23 BB vs 1.104 BB last year. Old crop ending stocks are 



estimated at 603 MB vs 598 MB last month. New crop ending stocks are estimated at 602 MB vs 

598 MB last year. 

July Mpls wheat support is at $7.85 while resistance is at $8.50. Sept Mpls support is at $7.80 

while resistance is at $8.50. 

For the week, July MW was at $8.46 up 10.0 cents, Sept MW was at $8.4825 up 8.5 cents, July 

Chicago was at $6.35 down 25.25 cents, and July KC was at $8.77 up 44.0 cents. 

  

 



 

 



 
Corn started the week by opening the overnight session steady but managed to shake off early 

selling pressure and turn higher in the early morning hours. But corn could not hold its gains and 

turned to trade mixed soon at the start of the day session. Early support spilled over from the 

higher wheat complex. Light support was due to weather forecasts for the Northern Plains, which 

are calling for another 1 to 1.5 inches of rain in the next 1 to 5 days. If realized it would delay 

corn planting in the Northern Plains and western Corn Belt. Lack of progress on extending the 

Black Sea Grain Initiative added support. BAGE left their Argentina corn production estimate 

unchanged at 36 MMT. Traders are expecting to see corn planting progress close to 50 to 55% 

planted in this afternoon’s Crop Progress report. As of May 4, Argentina corn harvest was 

estimated at 28% complete vs 37% average. As of May 5, Brazil’s corn harvest was estimated at 

85% complete vs 87% average. Technically Monday’s close was friendly old crop but 

concerning for new crop. 

On Tuesday corn opened the overnight session lower and extended losses throughout the session. 

Early selling was tied to Monday afternoon’s negative Crop Progress report, which showed 

better planting progress than expected. Light selling was tied to reports that China cancelled their 

third corn US corn purchase, a 272 TMT sale. Losses were kept in check early from expectations 

that at this point it looks very unlikely that the Black Sea Initiative will be extended, which might 

help bring some export demand back to the US. The market once again seems to be ignoring the 

issues in the Northern Plains. Rain delays continue to plague ND, western MN, and northern SD, 

which is the region that had planting issues in 2022 and the same region that is likely supposed to 

be responsible for 1.3 million acres of additional corn acres in 2023. 

In Wednesday’s session corn opened the overnight session higher but turned to post losses and 

extended session losses soon after the opening bell. Early selling was tied to pressure from rapid 

planting progress as well as from the recent export cancellations. Corn was able to bounce off 

support and trade in the black during the day session with support coming from technical support 



as well as from expectations that planting progress in the Northern Plains could be delayed for 

another week. 

Last week’s ethanol production estimate was neutral to corn coming in at 965,000 barrels, which 

was down 11,000 barrels from the previous week. Stocks were estimated at 23.29 million barrels, 

a decrease of 72.000 barrels from the previous week. Gas demand rebounded and is back at the 

top end of the five-year average. 

Corn opened the overnight session lower and extended losses throughout Thursday’s day 

session. Early selling was tied to expectations that Friday’s report will be negative corn, but that 

has been expected since the Ag Outlook Forum released their estimates in Feb, so those numbers 

should be baked into the market already. Light selling was tied to reports of lower economic 

numbers from China, which is a signal that their economy is not recovering as fast as expected. 

Light selling was tied to SA production estimates. CONAB is now estimating Brazil’s corn 

production at 125.5 MMT vs 124.8 MMT previously and vs USDA’s projection of 125 MMT. 

Rosario is estimating Argentina’s corn crop at 32.0 MMT, unchanged from their previous 

estimate and vs USDA’s 37.0 MMT. 

Position squaring ahead of Friday’s Crop Production report added pressure was most expect the 

report to be negative corn. Early estimates have corn production at 15.12 BB vs 13.37 BB last 

year. Yield is estimated at 180.7 bus vs 173.3 bus last year. Old crop stocks were estimated at 

1.366 BB vs 1.342 BB last month but new crop stocks are estimated at 2.09 BB vs 1.34 BB last 

year. 

July corn support is at $5.75 while resistance is at $6.25. Dec corn support is at $5.25 while 

resistance is at $5.65. 

For the week, July corn was at $5.8625 down 10.25 cents. Dec corn was at $5.0875 down 26.0 

cents. 



 

 
To start the week soybeans opened the overnight session steady and like the other grains 

uncovered some buy orders in the early morning hours which helped push the market to post 

sharp gains. But like corn, soybeans turned mixed and faltered once the day session started. A 

sharply higher crude oil market added support overnight, but that could not overshadow the 

selling pressure from expectations of another record setting planting pace estimate. Trader’s 

expectations are looking for soybean planting progress to be around 35% to 40% complete vs 

21% average. As of May 4, Argentina soybean harvest is estimated at 46% complete vs 59% 

average. As of May 5, Brazil’s soybean harvest was estimated at 85% complete vs 87% average. 



Late session pressure came from reports that Brazil’s soybean prices remain at a steep discount 

to the US and that has exports going that direction. Technically Monday’s close in soybeans was 

not encouraging. 

Soybeans saw small losses overnight and then saw steeper losses in the day session to close with 

double-digit losses on Tuesday. Pressure came from yesterday afternoon’s crop progress report 

that showed rapid planting pace, especially in the eastern Corn Belt. Spillover pressure came 

from the losses in the corn market after another sales cancellation by China. China’s April 

soybean imports were down 10% from the prior year but January to April cumulative imports is 

up 7% from the prior year. 

In Wednesday’s session soybeans traded back and forth but finished the session with losses with 

the front months seeing larger losses than the new crop contracts. Rapid planting pace, especially 

in the eastern Corn Belt, pressured soybeans. Thoughts that the very slow planting pace in the 

Northern Plains could shift more acres to soybeans added pressure. A lack of fresh news added 

to the losses. Positioning ahead of Friday’s USDA reports was seen. 

On Thursday soybeans were lower most of the overnight session but turned higher early in the 

day session only to pull back and close within a couple cents on either side of unchanged. 

Support came from USDA’s report of a sale of 132,000 MT of new crop soybeans to an 

unknown destination. But that was offset by a poor weekly export sales report. Sales at just 2.3 

MB were below the range of trade expectations. CONAB upped their estimate of Brazil’s 

soybean production by 1.2 MMT to 154.8 MMT while the Rosario Grains Exchange lowered 

their estimate of Argentina’s crop by 1.5 MMT to 21.5 MMT. 

Ahead of Friday’s report, the average trade estimate for old crop ending stocks is 212 MB vs 210 

last month and new crop is estimated at 293 MB. This year’s US soybean production is estimated 

at 4.494 BB (based on a 51.8 bu. yield). For 2022/23 world numbers, the trade has Brazil at 

154.7 MMT vs 154.0 MMT last month and Argentina at 24.4 MMT vs 27.0 MMT last month 

and world ending stocks at 99.1 MMT vs 100.3 MMT last month. For 2023/24, world ending 

stocks are estimated at 107.4 MMT. 

July soybean support is at $13.85 while resistance is at $15.00. Nov support is at $12.50 while 

resistance is at $13.50. 

For the week, July soybeans were at $13.90 down 46.5 cents and Nov. soybeans were at 

$12.2375 down 56.25 cents. July soybean meal was at $432.90 up $6.80. July soybean oil was at 

$49.52 down $4.81. 



 

 



 

 
 


